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Valorization
As part of the creation of the European Higher Education Area (EHEA) stated in the Bologna declaration, the objective has been formulated to promote students’ long-term employability. This encompasses that students do not solely obtain the content knowledge related to their study field, but also obtain the skills required in a constantly changing world of work. The findings of this dissertation “It’s not all about grades: New perspectives on graduate students’ academic performance” provide meaningful insights in how to gain a student body that is both academically successful and valuable for the well-functioning of universities and future employers. Whereas Chapter 2 and 3 provide information about the predictive validity of a standardized cognitive test (Graduate Record Examination; GRE) and a noncognitive standardized letter of recommendation (Personal Potential Index; PPI), Chapter 4 encompasses initial empirical findings about the positive outcomes of a personality characteristic (trait mindfulness) having the potential to be trained. This means that universities could think about integrating mindfulness trainings into students’ curriculum in order to improve their performance after they have been admitted to their study program. However, before the findings reported in Chapter 4 can be implemented into practice, further research is needed. Thus, in the remainder the focus will be on the two selection tools presented in Chapter 2 and 3 of this dissertation.

Given that ETS (Educational Testing Service) owns the copyright for the GRE and the PPI there is no direct possibility to profit monetarily from their implementation into practice. However, various stakeholders profit indirectly from selection tools covering a broader conceptualization of academic performance. Political stakeholders involved in the formulation of the Bologna protocol have emphasized the importance of noncognitive skills in order to improve students’ value for the economy and the society. Likewise, universities in their mission statements stress the importance of both intellectual and personal development and growth. At the same time, students get the opportunity to receive a more complete picture of their cognitive abilities and noncognitive academic skills and can compensate for deficits on one or the other when applying for a master program. Thus, staff members involved in admission decisions at universities are in need of valid cognitive and noncognitive selection instruments that are fair, cost- and time-efficient.

Whereas the usefulness of cognitive admission tests such as the GRE is well-established in North America, findings presented in this dissertation are the first to confirm the usefulness of the GRE in the European context. Results reveal that students with higher GRE scores get better grades in their master program. The use of standardized tests is convenient from universities’ perspective since test scores can be compared across applicants from various backgrounds. Especially due to students’ increased mobility within Europe this is an important advantage over students’ undergraduate grade point average (U-GPA) which is also widely used as an indicator of future study success. In order to predict students’ noncognitive academic potential, the PPI provides meaningful information. Former supervisors are asked to evaluate the applicant on six prescribed dimensions such as teamwork performance or ethics and integrity. A written report is provided including the individual assessment per supervisor and an overall mean rating per dimension. Result of this dissertation reveals that students with high PPI evaluations are indeed more likely to engage in favorable behavior such as supporting fellow students and less likely to engage in detrimental behavior such as cheating or bullying.
The PPI as an alternative to traditional letters of recommendation is advantageous from universities’ perspective as applicants’ PPI evaluations can be easily rank ordered. Furthermore, an evaluation of the same dimensions is available across all applicants. In case study programs require specific noncognitive performance aspects (e.g., working in a team), universities/faculties can put different weight on the different PPI dimensions when taking admission decisions. From staff members’ perspective the PPI is advantageous as filling in the PPI is far less time consuming than writing traditional letters of recommendation.

So far the different faculties at Maastricht University do not follow a consistent approach in selecting their future master students. Most faculties select their master students based on their former grades, their content knowledge and their language proficiency (English and/or Dutch). Only some programs require standardized test results or ask students to write a motivation letter. However, a focus is clearly set on the assessment of students’ cognitive potential. This is somehow surprising as the teaching system applied at Maastricht University (Problem Based Learning; PBL) explicitly requires students to function well in a group setting. During the tutorial group meetings students need to cooperate in order to cover all required study materials. Furthermore, they often have to work in small teams in order to prepare presentations, case studies or small projects. Thus, students showing cooperative instead counterproductive behavior are inevitable for the well-functioning of the PBL system. Students complaining about the PBL system often raise the point of critique that other students are free riding without being disciplined. This means that always the same students do the share of work whereas others are rather passive. By selecting students based on their noncognitive skills this problem could be reduced.

However, the assessment of cognitive skills should not be ignored. Especially in the Dutch higher education system the financial system is based on ‘output funding’ (that is: universities receive money for those students that have successfully graduated). This means that students who are not able to finish their master program cost a lot of money. Assuming that less skilled students require a substantial share of staff members’ time and resources (e.g., they have to repeat an exam several times or need more supervision with their final thesis) this is especially problematic. Although being not skilled enough is not the only reason why students do not finish their study program, it is at least the one that can best be predicted beforehand. Thus, a wise decision should be taken whether quality or quantity is more important when admitting students to a master program. Taken together, we strongly encourage stakeholders involved in admission decisions at Maastricht University to think about a comprehensive selection system asking students to provide information about both their cognitive and noncognitive skills.